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Summary

changes 2017
- removed indicator characters: 10
- modified Bliss-characters: 12
- modified Bliss-words: 22
- gloss_updates: 104

------
148

added 2017
Uppsala panel 2015:
- new Bliss-characters: 6
- new Bliss-words: 143

Toronto panel 2016
- new Bliss-characters: 1
- new Bliss-words: 59

other_additions 2017
- complemented characters: 29
- new Bliss-words: 9

------
247

Total number of characters and words:
- Previous BCI-AV: 5588
- Removals: - 10
- New additions: 247

------
New BCI-AV 2017: 5825

Updated derivations: 165
2017 updates in more detail

The following 10 indicator characters have been removed (for Unicode character compatibility reasons – decided by the BC Board 2017-06-19, still present in the documentation files for history tracking):

- indicator_(continuous_form) (former 24666), indicator_(female) (former 24668),
- indicator_(first_person) (former 24669), indicator_(indefinite_form) (former 24671),
- indicator_(neutral_form) (former 24672), indicator_(object_form) (former 24673),
- indicator_(possessive_form) (former 24676), indicator_(second_person) (former 24678),
- indicator_(third_person) (former 24679), indicator_(diminutive_form) (former 24548)

The following 12 existing Bliss-characters have been modified:

- board_(material) 12868 → (pointer at 1/8 distance from table board)
- cart,carriage 13127 → (shortened forward arrow)
- development 13667 → (shortened forward arrow)
projector 16254 → (shortened forward arrow)

road_(1) 16678 → (pointer at 1/8 distance from ground)

street 17441 → (pointer at 1/8 distance from ground)

valley 17999 → (pointer at 1/8 distance from ground)

yard 18287 → (pointer at 1/8 distance from ground)

foundation_(building) 23089 → (simplified base character (building_with_foundation))

tabletop 23673 → (pointer at 1/8 distance from table board)

square_(public) 24281 (pointer at 1/8 distance from ground)

pull,pulling 25599 → (shortened forward arrow)
The following 22 existing Bliss-words have been modified:

pull, drag, tow, tug-(to) 16431 (updated pull, pulling 25599 character)

crash (air), plane crash, air crash 13437 (reversed order crash + airplane, and updated gloss)

crash (car), car crash 13438 (reversed order crash + car, and updated gloss)

develop-(to) 13666 (updated development 13667 character)

movie, film 15669 (updated projector 16254 character)

movie theatre, cinema 15670 (updated projector 16254 character)

rabies 16449 (added comma between animal illness and teeth (for to bite) to avoid the possible interpretation of illness + rodent)

rickshaw 16508 (updated cart, carriage 13127 character)

sexual arousal, sexual excitement 16929 (1 intensity character removed)

carriage 20601 (updated cart, carriage 13127 character)

towboat, tugboat 22080 (updated pull, pulling 25599 character)

sulky 22093 (updated cart, carriage 13127 character)
**carriage_racing** 22095  (updated **cart,carriage** 13127 character)

**light_year** 22634  (corrected concept definition: distance [contr. to measurement] + light + year)

**cartoon,animated_picture** 23435  (updated **projector** 16254 character)

**desktop_computer** 23470  (updated **tabletop** 23673 character)

**lay_the_table-(to)** 23563  (updated **tabletop** 23673 character)

**block,city_block** 23815  (updated **street** 17441 character)

**burned-out,burnt-out** 23827  (updated definition for consistency)

**exhausted,worn_out** 23870  (updated definition for consistency)

**improvement** 24856  (in consistency with **improve-(to)** 14931)

**China** 25029  (updated in accordance to the native Chinese name for the country. 中国 zhōng guó is the official name of China, which literally means middle or central country. This fixes the embarrassing mistake of inventing something else.)
The 247 additional Bliss characters and words are found in the lexicon listings as follows:

- 29 complemented characters:
  - BCI-AV # 8489-8490 (apostrophe and degree)
  - BCI-AV # 26040-26066 (mostly base characters used in other characters with pointers)

- 9 complemented Bliss-words based on existing ones
  - BCI-AV # 26100-26108

- Uppsala Panel, 149 amendments since 2015:
  - BCI-AV # 26120-26268
  - Among these are the 6 added characters:
    - *environ* 26165 ←, *membrane, drumhead, drum_skin* 26197
    - *northeast* 26211, *northwest* 26212, *southeast* 26245, *southwest* 26246

- Toronto Panel, 60 amendments since 2016:
  - BCI-AV # 26280-26339, including new character: *pate, crown_(body_part)* 26323

The following 104 gloss updates have been made:

**Gloss updates from Uppsala Panel:**

- change, alteration 13151 → change, alteration, conversion 13151
- countrysides, country 13424 → countrysides, country, nature 13424
- foxt 14394 → fox, jackal, coyote 14394
- Halloween, All_Saint's_Day_(OLD) 14662 → Halloween_(OLD) 14662
- immoral, bad, wrong 14929 → immoral, bad, wrong, morally_wrong 14929
- moral, good, right 15653 → moral, good, right, morally_right 15653
- oyster, clam 15952 → oyster, clam, mussel 15952
- pliers 16205 → pliers, tongs_(pair_of) 16205 → pliers, tongs, tweezer(s), pincer(s)_(pair_of) 16205
- run-(to) 16699 → run, jog-(to) 16699
- salty 16712 → salty_(OLD) 16712
- salt 20523 → salt_(OLD) 20523
- corpse, cadaver 21315 → corpse, cadaver, carrion 21315
- convert-(to) 21320 → convert_(belief)-(to) 21320
- conversion 21321 → conversion_(belief) 21321
Gloss updates from Toronto Panel:

dental_floss 13655 → toothpick 13655
need-(to) 15702 → need,require-(to) 15702
rub, massage-(to) 16695 → rub, scrub-(to) 16695
break, fracture 24852 → break, fracture, damage 24852
curiosity, curiousness, inquisitiveness 25039 → curiosity, curiousness, inquisitiveness, wonder 25039

Other gloss updates:

animal_(bovine), bovine, ovine 12379 → animal_(bovine, ovine), bovid, bovine 12379
Av 12599 → Av_(Hebrew_month) 12599
bee 12651 (fly + flower) → bee, bumblebee, hoverfly 12651
beet 12654 → beet, beetroot 12654
birth_(reproduction) 12842 → birth, giving_birth, partuition, delivery 12842
blissymbol 12857 → blissymbol, Bliss-word 12857
breasts 12899 → breast(s) 12899
cherries 13159 → cherry_(cherries) 13159
circle 13347 → circle_(shape) 13347
indicator_(combine) 13382 → combine_marker 13382
currants 13623 → currant(s) 13623
dolphin, porpoise_(etc) 13864 → dolphin, porpoise, water_mammal_(with_tail) 13864
fly 14371 → fly, flying_insect 14371
gasoline 14425 → gasoline, gas, petrol 14425
group 14646 → group_(people) 14646
it 14960 → it, itself 14960
jewel 14971 → jewel, gem, gemstone 14971
loss 15396 → loss_(emotional) 15396
man-made 15420 → man-made, produced 15420
mosquito 15660 → mosquito, gadfly, horsefly, cleg 15660
musical_note 15682 → musical_note, music_(in_combinations) 15682
nucleus 15741 → nucleus_(atom) 15741
old_(opposite_new)_(OLD) 15915 → old_(opposite_new) 15915
oval, ellipse 15946 → oval, ellipse_(shape) 15946
rectangle, oblong 16472 → rectangle, oblong_(shape) 16472
shalom 16936 → greeting, shalom, salam_(etc) 16936
shamrock 16939 → shamrock, clover 16939
stone_material 17266 → stone_(material) 17266
handle 17487 → handle, switch 17487
tape-recorder 17505 → sound_recorder, tape-recorder 17505
termite 17524 → termite, wood_destroying_insect 17524
vegetable_(cylinder-shaped) 18007 → vegetable_(oval-shaped) 18007
walker 18032 → walker, walking_aid_(2) 18032
what, question_mark 18229 → what, question_mark_(small) 18229
grace 21040 → grace, grace_of_God 21040
revelry 21287 → revelry, revel 21287